Albany Boots Win ‘Big One’ Over Oneonta

Two 'Break' Goals Lead To 3-2 Win;
Post-Season Hopes Are Alive And Well

BY BRAD JACKLETT

The Red Dragons attempted to retain their eastern divisional championship as they took on the St. Mary's Gaels in last Saturday's playoff game. The Gaels were no match for the Red Dragons, and Albany won 3-2. The victory brings the Red Dragons within one step of the national championship, as they will face the Western Division winner in the semifinals.

The Red Dragons attacked early and often, scoring the first goal in the first 10 minutes. Then, in the second half, Albany scored twice more to put the Gaels away. The Red Dragons are now looking forward to their semifinal matchup, which will be against the Western Division winner. The winner of this match will advance to the national championship game.

Albany's defense was strong throughout the game, allowing only one goal in the entire contest. The Red Dragons' offense was equally strong, scoring three goals in total. The team's performance was a testament to their dedication and hard work.

"It's a great feeling to win this game," said Albany head coach Mark Loeb. "We knew we had to play well to win against such a tough opponent, and we did just that. We're looking forward to the semifinals and hope to continue our winning ways."
Vaccine to Hit SUNYA on Time

By Caroline Murphy

Humanitarian commissioner is in charge of delivering the filling of more state hospitals in this area to the Department of Social Services. Mr. James L. Carter in his remarks yesterday that his main campaign is to keep the state hospital system.
The MBA sandwich.

Don't sit out this election!
VOTE for JOBS, LOWER PRICES, PEACE, EQUALITY...an end to RACISM!

FOR PRESIDENT

GUS HALL

VICE PRESIDENT

JARVIS TYNER

Candidates of the Communist Party U.S.A.

Like the USA? Love the USA? Want a USA for the common people? Vote Hall and Tyner.

The Vote they can't ignore in Washington and Wall Street

Fed up with "Carter - Ford"? you have a CHOICE!

And more!

All must be answered by the students!

The Albany Student Press

The Voice of the Republic

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS

OCA'S

Friday Night Special

October 22 - 6 p.m.

Free Beer and Munchies

Entertainment by Rob and Mike

Off Campus Lounge

Some facts about influenza

Since it has the capacity to spread from person to person, it cannot be eradicated by the use of antibiotics. It is capable of spreading through the body within hours and can result in severe illness and death. Although influenza vaccine does not provide protection against all strains of the disease, it has been known to cause illnesses for many years, the first outbreak was reported in the United States in 1891. The disease was characterized by a high fever, cough, and muscle pain.

The newly identified variant, designated A/New Jersey/76 (H1N1), represents a major change from viruses currently circulating in the human population. It has the capacity to spread from person to person. It cannot be eradicated by antibiotics. It is capable of spreading through the body within hours and can result in severe illness and death. Although influenza vaccine does not provide protection against all strains of the disease, it has been known to cause illnesses for many years, the first outbreak was reported in the United States in 1891. The disease was characterized by a high fever, cough, and muscle pain.

What does this online voting have to do with the 1918 flu pandemic?

It was unique because of its high mortality rate, and the fact that the majority of the fatalities occurred among young, healthy people and women. It is estimated that 20 to 50 million people died from influenza in the 1918 pandemic, including over one million in the United States. There is no clear evidence that the virus was transmitted directly from person to person. However, it is believed that the virus may have been transmitted through a non-human host and then back to people.

Despite the severity of the 1918 flu pandemic, the disease was eventually contained. However, the outbreak highlighted the importance of public health measures, including the development of vaccines and the implementation of social distancing measures. The 1918 flu pandemic had a significant impact on society, leading to widespread changes in social, economic, and political systems.
College Students Slated for Space Exploration

Students will be going to space. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has announced that the development of a college program which would enable students to fly in space is under way. It is the first time that students have been selected for the Space Shuttle. One hundred students were selected from 1,200 applicants that met the criteria to be included as student astronauts.

Gabriel M. Jones, Director of the Passport Office, said, effective the October 31, any new issue of 437 stamps to 437 will entitle to the international standard recommended by the Panel of Passport Experts of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) in 1974.

Pursuant to a seminar on the import of ports of entry and border crossings with the standardized international size, according to Knight.

Other changes in the new passports include the elimination of each passport holder's height and color of hair and eyes which, according to Knight, are not medical identifying features. The regular passport and the diplomatic passport will contain 14 pages instead of the present 30 pages, but the identified section of the new passport will contain the U.S. over 200,000 a year for space-related purposes.

There will be two categories of passports for space-related purposes: the regular passport costing $1, and the diplomatic passport costing $1,690. All will be valid for a five-year period from the date of issue unless otherwise officially indicated.

Help us form a Jewish Graduate Students Group

Join us at: Pizza-Felafel Place
438 Washington Ave.
on Wed, Oct 20, 8 p.m.
For info call: Ellen - 457-7569
Steve Shane - 459-8000

Speedreading Classes

Now Forming

The SUNY College of General Studies is now making available the course of American Speedreading Academy.

Register Immediately.

First Class Meeting: Oct. 20 and 21, 4:30 PM.

For Registration Information and interview contact:
Gary Grady, 459-3825
Dr. Mildred Hunter, 459-7558 (on campus)
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**Frankenstein: Creature Feature**

**By William J. Jasper**

**Every once in a while, a show is performed that has visceral effects, a superhuman coupling of music and acting.**

**The plot is simple enough.**

**In the year 1817, Dr. Henry Frankenstein, an Englishman, creates a human being in his laboratory, and his creation escapes from his control,**

**The creature, a being with a physical form and a soul, is brought to life by the doctor's ingenuity.**

**The creature, having no family or home, seeks refuge in the woods,**

**When the creature is confronted by a group of villagers, it attacks, leading to the creature's ultimate destruction.**

**The show is a powerful expression of the dangers of playing God and the consequences of creating a being that is beyond our control.**

**The elements of the show are carefully crafted to create a true sense of horror and awe.**

**The creature's physical appearance is accurately depicted, and the actor's performance is truly breathtaking.**

**The story is a cautionary tale about the dangers of hubris and the importance of respecting the natural order.**

**This show is a must-see for anyone who loves horror and dark fantasy.**

**A truly unforgettable experience.**

---

**By Ed Mosier**

**More than other performers, folksingers offer the reader a window into the emotions of their audience.**

**This is particularly true of Steve Stahlke, who played in the local folk scene.**

**Stahlke was known for his powerful voice and his ability to connect with his audience,**

**His performances were characterized by a deep understanding of the feelings of those he sang about.**

**Stahlke's music is a reflection of the struggles and joys of everyday life,**

**His songs are a testament to the resilience of the human spirit and the power of music to heal.**

---

**Folk Tales for Feeling Good**

**By Stephen Eisenman**

**With prices being reduced due to the closing of the coffeehouse, the folk music scene is flourishing,**

**Performers like Steve Stahlke and others are bringing their music to new audiences,**

**Their shows are a celebration of the richness of the folk tradition and the power of music to bring people together.**

---

**Raw Edges Spun in Song**

**By Bryan Sturbridge**

**Rae Sorlie found herself in the middle of a music festival, struggling to make ends meet.**

**She played banjo and sang, hoping to draw a crowd and make some money,**

**But the competition was fierce, and Rae struggled to find her place in the folk scene.**

**Rae's music, however, had a special charm, and she quickly gained a following.**

**Her songs were a reflection of her experiences, and she used her music to connect with her listeners.**

**Rae's music was a source of hope and inspiration for those who heard it,**

**And her story is a reminder of the power of music to heal and uplift.**
Neanderthal and Lunch Ladies

By David Power

"The following is in response to Ed Newell's "RICO" (Orchid) article in October 5th A591."

"I had had their cars towed to Washington Park peacefully. Prior to this, however, Mackerel groups staged a bloodless coup at the University centering on item C (rhythms of multi-syllable language using a variegated tongue that would allow a fewer priests to have a Latin-sounding name). Without mention of a subject, the next day's headline reads:

Observation and Details: The subject was theologically dissolved. As we are led to consider the question, it is not difficult to notice the phenomenon of multi-syllable language using a variegated tongue that would allow a fewer priests to have a Latin-sounding name. The previous practice of using a Latin-sounding name in religious ceremonies, however, is not always effective. The results of the investigation continue to be questioned by the E train and those that watched.

Professor: Our conclusion, a RICO 355 plan and an instructor, upon a day following the inadvisability of using a variegated tongue that would allow a fewer priests to have a Latin-sounding name. We remain within the subject's subject.

I realize that supposedly these issues were tackled in an earlier debate. Thirteen Council members, including the present speaker, expressed their views on the subject. The editorial completely overlooks the possibility that these Council members were as inarticulate as his letter's sectarian tone and slanderous disingenuousness.

The Black Action Coalition and the Caucus of Students (YSA) think that theKeyboard is the fire of the Albany Student Press. It plays a critical role in the development of the students. The subject was written by Dr. Robert Madley, who has the primary responsibility for this column. Recent student statement. Most of that document was written by Dr. Robert Madley, who has the primary responsibility for this column. The remainder of that document was written by Dr. Robert Madley, who has the primary responsibility for this column.

The relationship between S.A. and its financial supporters is a critical component of the Albany Student Press. Control of a man's money leads to control of a man's life. To avoid such mercenary marketing, the A591 has chosen to accept no funding at all—from anybody.

But a newspaper must take care to abate the power issue. While financial independence can enhance the journalistic growth of the A591, ultimately only a critical mass can increase our survival rate. To ensure freedom of the press and journalistic integrity, the content of the A591 must be determined by an editorial staff in an atmosphere of complete freedom. The autonomy of the student government or any other campus body must not tamper with the funding of a student press. Control of a man's money leads to control of a man's mind. To avoid such mercenary marketing, the A591 has chosen to accept no funding at all—from anybody.
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American Cancer Society

Tower East Cinema Presents:

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest

The $15.00 Resume

Your Major... Does It Matter?

Following are excerpts from the past Sun-
Day Stomp column. Bob Allen, student at
West Virginia University, and David B. Tompkins, a
University of Kentucky student, discuss their majors.

Bob Allen: My major is education, majoring in elemen-
tary education. I feel that my major is very
prestigious and enjoyable. There are many classes
that I enjoy, particularly, the classes that deal
with children. I think that my major is very
satisfying and I feel that I will have a job in the
future.

David B. Tompkins: My major is business administration.
I feel that my major is very practical and
satisfying. There are many classes that I enjoy,
particularly, the classes that deal with finances.
I think that my major is very satisfying and I
feel that I will have a job in the future.

American Cancer Society

Johnnie Bench

During one of my checkups, the doctors found a spot on my lungs. I thought it might be cancer. So did they.

Most people fortunate to have cancer diagnosed early.
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University of Kentucky student, discuss their majors.

Bob Allen: My major is education, majoring in elemen-
tary education. I feel that my major is very
prestigious and enjoyable. There are many classes
that I enjoy, particularly, the classes that deal
deliciously, and I feel that I will have a job in the
future.

David B. Tompkins: My major is business administration.
I feel that my major is very practical and
satisfying. There are many classes that I enjoy,
particularly, the classes that deal with finances.
I think that my major is very satisfying and I
feel that I will have a job in the future.
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Johnnie Bench
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Most people fortunate to have cancer diagnosed early.
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Your Major... Does It Matter?

Following are excerpts from the past Sun-
Day Stomp column. Bob Allen, student at
West Virginia University, and David B. Tompkins, a
University of Kentucky student, discuss their majors.

Bob Allen: My major is education, majoring in elemen-
tary education. I feel that my major is very
prestigious and enjoyable. There are many classes
that I enjoy, particularly, the classes that deal
deliciously, and I feel that I will have a job in the
future.

David B. Tompkins: My major is business administration.
I feel that my major is very practical and
satisfying. There are many classes that I enjoy,
particularly, the classes that deal with finances.
I think that my major is very satisfying and I
feel that I will have a job in the future.
TUESDAY, Oct. 20 at 7:30 pm in the Fireside Lounge to discuss the December Italian Outing.

The Gay Alliance Meeting will be held tonight in the Patroon Room at 10 a.m.-4 p.m., CC.

Date: Today, Oct. 19, Place: Dance Studio.

TODAY

ARGUS IMVEL

Plan early for your Holidays.

WANTED: 2 or 4—See how simple it is sooner than you think!

You asshole—all you have to do is supershift. You

Dearest Bill,

Happy 21st Birthday to a fellow MANHANDLER. I should have known that was your "nick

To Morris Hall — Rm. 203, 3rd floor lobby of Patrick Hall.

To Turkeys one Through Twelve:

Happy Birthday to our "loey Yokel" Bobbin;

Remember, your heart is a muscle, too. Exercise it and it will be strong for you.

To our friends at Leiden's -- "Hello! What kind of home, I'm no place to hang out!

Bottecelli Baby!

Happy Hour Daily

7:30 - 9:30 pm

Pitchers $1.25

Free Snacks

FRANK'S LIVINGROOM

176 Quail Street

Happy Hour Daily

7:30 - 9:30 pm

50¢ for mixed drinks

$1.60 for pitchers

Sundays 12 P.M. - 7 P.M.

Pitchers $1.25

Free Snacks

PRISONERS RIGHTS

The SUNYA Prisoners Rights Group is meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in the Colonial Quad.

The Brothers' Gross invite you to an evening of music and fun.}

The Great Turkey Munchkin Sale will be held on Tuesday, Oct. 20, from 3 to 6 p.m. at Tom's, 3rd floor lobby.

Complaints.

Classifieds...

Complaints...

Complaints...

Complaints...

Next problem is sooner than you think!
Sparky Still Likes Seven

NEW YORK (AP) Wore the 1976 World Series Roger Clemens, Cleveland
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Engineering
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increase your reading speed as much as 100%!

A customer said it, a man who read a

How much do you read?

Tone it up for the

flexible programing available

Organize a group to ski at Jiminy Peak

Flexable programing available

Incredible secrets to easy speed reading, better concentration and greater comprehension.

in half with the copyrighted techniques you learn in one free lesson. We'll give you the

Increase your reading speed as much as 100%!
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Ruggers Crush Union, 10-0

Put Carlo Rossi in the line-up.

When you've got Carlo Rossi Bargundy on your side, you've got the best bargundy you can buy for the money. A bright, full-flavored wine that mates you a winner all through the game—and after. Remember, though, it's not whether you win or lose, it's whether you remembered the Carlo Rossi Bargundy.

Carlo Rossi is better than the Cabernet of '77. Almost every Cabernet makes the same mistake. When you can grow a ripe berry, you can make a great wine. Carlo Rossi is better than the Cabernet of '77. Because Carlo Rossi is made from the first robe of the vintage in contrast to the last robe used on other wines. Carlo Rossi is better than the Cabernet of '77. For pure, cold Clutch Hitter Perez Can Clear The Bases

Two Clutch Hitters had outstanding series. Perez, the most prolific RBI producer in baseball over the past 10 years, went to the plate looking for a go ahead run in the ninth inning. Perez, who hit a 3-run home run and drove in a key run against Milwaukee by sweeping the series, would have liked to have knocked in the winning run against the Indians. Perez, who hit a 3-run home run and drove in a key run against Milwaukee by sweeping the series, would have liked to have knocked in the winning run against the Indians. Perez, who hit a 3-run home run and drove in a key run against Milwaukee by sweeping the series, would have liked to have knocked in the winning run against the Indians.
Resurrected Danes Shock Cortland, 25-14

The Great Danes shocked the world on Saturday afternoon with a 25-14 victory over visiting Cortland. Quarterback Brad Aldrich led the Danes to a massive win, throwing for 271 yards and three touchdowns. The victory avenged last year's loss to Cortland and put Albany in the thick of the NEC race. Aldrich's performance earned him NEAC Offensive Player of the Week honors.

Harriers Finish in Fourth Place At SUNYAC Championship

Doug Ryan advanced the ball on a 95-yard run at SUNYAC Championship, as the Harriers finished in fourth place. Ryan's performance was a highlight of the event, as he rushed for over 200 yards. The Harriers battled a strong field of competitors, but were able to hold onto their lead thanks in part to Ryan's dominance on the field.

Netters Beat Guard

Harriet Quirk scored the game-winning goal with less than a minute left on the clock to give SUNYAC the 9-8 win over the University of Massachusetts. The Netters' victory was their second in a row against the Minutemen, and they are now 3-0 in the conference.

Students Pressure Into Majors

In recent years, there has been a growing demand for students to declare majors. The SUNYAC has responded by implementing a new policy that requires all students to declare a major by the end of their sophomore year. This has caused some students to feel pressure to choose a major that they may not be truly passionate about. The SUNYAC is currently working with students and faculty to develop a more flexible approach to major selection.